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ABSTRACT
This report consists of four parts. The first part is

a non-technical summary of the basic problem and an attempted
solution. The second part is a technical review of tne literature and
a description of the basic algorithm used in the solution. The third
part describes the use of the Sociogram System. The fourth part
describes the use of CHAIN, a program for discovery of sociometric
linkages. There is a discussion of a solution to the sociometric
clique identification problem by the use of an efficient method of
generating sociograms and an efficient computer-based method is
presented. This method is composed of two steps. In the first, a
matrix of pairwise relatedness is calculated. In the second step, a
multi-dimensional scaling technique is used to generate the
configuration is then displayed on a cathode ray tube plotter and the
lenis are drawn where a relationship exists. (Author/BW)
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PREFACE

This report consists of four parts. The first part is a non-technical

summary of the basic problem and our attempted solution, written by

Charles Kadushin. The second part is a technical review of the

literature and a description of the basic algorithm used in our

solution, and was written by Richard Alba and Charles Kadushin. The

third part describes the use of the Sociogram System and was written

by Richard Alba, chief programmer for this project, who has also been

responsible for daveloping our basic algorithm. The fourth part

describes the use of CHUN, a program for discovering socionetric

linkages, and was written by Peter Abrams and Richard Rosen. Although

the various sections of the report have been the particular

responsibility of the persons given credit for them, all of us have

participated in extensive discussion on all phases of the work.
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SOCIOMTRIC CLIQUE IDENTIFICATION

71TRODUCTION

Sociometry

Sociometry is a method for ascertaining the relationship between
units. Usually, the presence or absence of a relationship of one unit
to all other units is mapped. Sometimes the relationship mapped is one
of degrees Typical relations that have been studied are the liking or
disliking of people for each other, the admiration in which they hold
each other, and with whom they talk, communicate, or otherwise interact.
Although the units studied have most often been people, especially
school children, the method is obviously not limited to individuals.
Relationships between different organizations or parts of an organization,
as well as between cities and countries, have also been studied.

Once the relationship between all the units under study has been
ascertained, a graph called a sociogram displays the network of relations.
The familiar road map is one kind of sociograml for it displays the
relationshipbetween cities or other roints on a map. The line which
connects the cities is proportionate in length to the distance between
them. A map or sociogram not only gives an instant visual image of the
network between tulits, but also can suggest clusterings of the units into
cliques or regions. Further, the network displays an individual unit not
only an having direct relations with other units, but also as having in-
direct relations via other units.

The collection of systematic data on networks of relations between
units allows for many mathematical operations that can enhance our under-
standing of the network (Abelson, 1966). The simplest operations allow
for the location of "stars" or "sinks". These are units into which many
relationships flow. The most popular child in a class is a star. Or one
may compute the ifteverse, that is, units whinh have many relationships
which lead away from them. An effective social cliMber is one kind of
such unit, for he seeks out many persons. Some units may have many direct
relations with others, while some units ray have many indirect relations.
For example a person may have a great many friends, none of whom has.much
consequence or power. Another person may have one good friend, but that
friend may know many other well connected people who, in turn, are well
connected. Thus, the ratio of direct to.indirect links for each individual
may be computed. These are but some of the many operations that can be
performed on networks.

Since sociology, social psychology and the .study of educational
organizations always imply the study of social relations, it would seem
that sociometry would be a widely used tool. Because of the ease with
mtich data can be collected in school systems, education studies are
probably the largest single source of sociometric data. In fact, socio-
metry was invented to deal with the problems of a corrective institution
for adolescent girls.



Despite the apparent power of sociometry to deal with problems of
group relations, the method has been a tool ahead of ibc time. The vast
amount of sociometric data which has been collected has rarely been
properly analyzed. It is impossible to hard draw socioirrams of croups
much larger than 25 individual units. In fact, most larger sized socio-
grams that we have inspected and compared, when possible, with the
original data, contain at least one error. rot only in it im7m3sible to
draa sociograms by hand, but it is equally imnossible to assir.a units to
cliques or re/3,ions. The jug[rling involved seems too difficult for an
unaided human. Because of these very practical difficulties, sociometry
has never been able to fulfill its promise.

There is a long history of attempts to solve the problem of
clustering. Beginning in 1949 (Luce and Perry), various matrix algdbra
techniques were introduced in attempts to simplify the clique formation
problem through mathematical reduction of the data. As late as 1965
(Harary, Norman and Cartwrixht), attempts were made to apply graph theory
to sociometry, since the sociogram itself is one Rind of graPh. For
technical reasons which Spilerman (1966) and Abelson (1966) give, and
which are elucidated in Alba and Kadushin (1970) which forms part of this
report, sheer mathematical methods are simly not able to cope with the
comDlexity of sociometric data. Some iterative algorithm (a rule of
procedure which is repeated over and over acain ith each approximation
to the answer somewhat better than the previous one) might be more helpful.

Even before high speed digital computers with faiay large memories
were developed, various investigators proposed several algorithms with
which card sorting accounting machines could rearrange sociometric data so
that cliques mi6ht "be more readily seeii. .1-`l recent, apvroach iS Spilelyhan's

(1966) method, which uses a large, high speed digital computer. But even
this modern attempt is disamointing. It is effective only if there are
relatively few connections between units. Moreover, the computer program
itself has several 'Vugs". The most serious problem, of which the author
of the program war unaware, is the fact that different data arrangements
would be produced depending on where in the data the program started to
operate.

Toward a Solution of the Sociometric Problem

It is safe to say that at the time we began our work the sociometric
problem still defied solution. Nonetheless, the basic tools for solving
the problem seemed, for the first time in 30 years, to be lying about
merely waiting for someone to put them together. To begin with, Columbia
University had just acquired one of the world's largest computers (an IBM
Nodel 360-91 coupled to a 360-75), as well as a data plotter. More
important, recent work in non-matric scaling and in numerical taxonomy
(see Green, et al. 1968 for a relatively non-technical review) suggested

ii
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that many of the clustering and display problems thet have proved so
irksone to social science were in the '2.rocess of be:Ing solved. Today,
in 1973, the entire field of non-metric clustering is less than ten
years old. We thought that clustering programs could be enlarged with
the aid of our new mcummth comouter and adapted to sociometrie analysis.

There were several hurdles in the way. The most crucial problem
was the fact that most sociometric data was, and still is, collected as
dichotomous data; that is, a unit either is or is nob related to another
unit. No known clustering technique can work with such data - in fact,
this was the main problem in previous attempts to cluster sociometric
data, even before the advent of new non-metric techniques. Our basic
insight into this barrier came from the theory of social circles (Kadushin,
1968). Neither in actual life nor in artiricial sociograms is a unit
merely related to other units d.rectly. The essence of sociometric
analysis is that it shows that units may be indirectly related to other
units. A is related to B who, in turn, is related to C. We had pre-
viously argued that this simple fact is a key to the way modern social
systems operate. But this fact could also be used to create a measure of
relatcdnees between pairs of units so that these units could then be
grouped with some of the new approaches to clustering. A is one step away
from B and two steps away from C. In fact, several previous mathematical

analyses of sociograms had Pointed this out but were not able to connect
it to clusterint:; techniques, because these clustering techniques had not
yet been invented.

In order to make the best possible use of the idea of the number of
steps from one unit to another, we investigated a computer program
develoned by James Coleman (196/i) which was designed to show how many
persons in a group were "ultimately", that is, even through a very long
indirect chain, connected to all other members of the group. Thus, instead
of showing no connection between A and CI the Proaram would show a connec-
tion if they were both directly connected to B. The measure of "connected-
ness" he developed was simply the number of actual connections divided by
the number of possible connections for any given group. The Program was
also able to show the shortest number of steps from one unit to another.
Further, the program gave a "printout" of all units which were even
remotely connected to a starting unit. This printout is a very useful
resean°.. tool in "ddbugging" sociometric data. The only problem with the
program was that it did not worlt, and contained errors in calculations even
when the programming errors were straightened out!

Our first job was to correct Coleman'S program and make it generally
available for third generation computers (it had been written for a second
generation comnuter). CHAN (see page 46 following) describes this program.
Those familiar with Coleman's program, as printed in his book (1964), will
note a number of new features which add to the prOgram's flexibility, both
in data handling and data analysis. Together with RENUM (pages 27-31),

iii



almost any kind of inPut data can be handled and the basic part of the
program allos for the generation of data that can be used for a large
variety of sociometric. data analysis purposes.

Our original pur:7ose in developing CHAIN was to produce a matrix
which gave the shortest path from one unit to another. This matrix was
to be clustered with the aid of Johnson's hierarchical clustering
program (pages 43-h4). This procxam clusters all units which are not
more than a given distance away from one another (Diameter method).
Thus, all units which are one sten away from each other are clustered,
then all units which are one and two units.away from each other are
clustered, then all units which are one, two and three units away from
each other are clustered, and so on. In addition, in its connectedness
method, the Program groqns units which can be reached from a given
sJorting unit. Thus, if we start with unit A, a unit which is one step
away from A is added to the cluster, then a unit which is one steP away
from the unit just added is included, and so on. Both these methods
seemed ideal for clustering sociometric "distance matrixes" as produced
by CHAIN.

The only problem was that no clustering method could work with the
data which CHAIN produced. The matrix of shortest distance from one unit
to another led to many ties. There were many units which were only one
step away from other units, many which were two steps, and so on. Almost
all clustering programs are confused by a Proliferation of ties. Some
algorithm for relatednesa would have to be found which did not lead to
many ties. Further, it was also discovered through the process of labor-
iously checking out the results of clustering the shortest distaace Nabrix,
that some method of accurately drawing sociograms by computer would have to
be develoned before any further work with elucAering techniques. Existing
hand drawn sociograms proved to contain errors, so that they could not be
used to verify computer produced clusters. Without an accurate, easy to
read sociogram, large numbers of different types of sociometric clusters
could not be compared with the original data, and for the development of
effective clustering techniques, it is necessary to work with many
different ty7es of sociograms. The drawback of previous efforts was that
they worked with the data on hand, but proved unable to cope vith other
sociometric data.

Because of these problems we started all over. First we constructed
a new algorithm (described in detail in the appendix to Alba and Kadushin,
Pages 19-22 below) for measuring relatedness. This algorithm uses much
more of the data, for it considers not only the shortest paths, but all
non-redundant paths beteen any to units. Longer paths count for less,
however, than shorter paths. Because so much more of that data is used,
the chances of ties are quite low. In addition, the algorithm is likely
to locate units in space relative to each other in a way which is ymch more
like the original data,

now that we had a matrix of relatedness which gave an almost infinite
variety of distances of one unit from another, we used a non-metric scaling
technique which located units in two or more dimensional space such that
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the rank order of ne distince between units in the soace created by
the nrogram was roughly the same as the ran% order of thc distances
between units in the original data. The Problem is something like being
given a mileage chart between cities of an unknown country and being
asked to construct a nap based on the mileage chart. It sounds easy,
but once more, this is the sort of problem which humans are essentially
incapable of solving on their own.

Kruskal's nor-metric scaling program (perces 36-38 below) located
our units in two dimensional space. It remained only to draw lines
between them which, as in conventional sociograms, represent direct
choices. To do this we developed a Plotting Program which plots the
points; labels them, and draws the appronriate lines representing the
direct choiceP. For the first time since sociometry vms invenLed, it was
possible to obtain accurate and objective sociw;ras. Sample sociograns
are shown in Alba and Kadushin, nacres 10-15. They cone from a study of
opinion makers. Although the purpose of the study was to develop programs
for the study of schools, oyinion maker data were on hand and seemed
unusually complex. If we could tecoduce satisfactory sociograms for this
data, surely we could do so for seeool ey.stems. The program has, in fact,
recently been used for school studies and has proved most satisfactory.

It is rare in social science that there is an objective goal - either
one is right or one is wrona. In our case, we had a definite goal - to
produce computer drawn, objective socioreeams sonothing no one had ever
been able to do before. We succeeded. :7onetheless, this report is a half-
way mark. The ultimate goals of, first, objective clique identification
and, second, the production of fully documented computer programs adapt-
able to different installations, have not yet been attained. And yet we
feel that we have solved the problems in principle: that our algorithm for
finding relatedness between pairs effectively produces a measure that can
be scaled to produce sociograms, or clustered to produce cliques. We feel
that we have generally identified the class of scaling and non-metric
clustering techniques that will work with this algorithm. Our set of
computer programs to Produce sociograms and perform rudimentary clique
analysis is wholly operational at Columbia University and can be used by
persons with no knowledge of programming. The Columbia University Computer
Center, which participated in the develonment of the program, will give
access to any academic groups interested in using our program.

In keeping with the nature of our progress, then, this report consists
of three parts. The first is a paner submitted to Sociometry. The second
consists of dptailed instructions for usinE the set of programs at the
Columbia Computer Center. All the programs except the relatedness program
can be used at most large computer installations. The relatedness program
will operate only with very large IEM computers. The third part of the
report consists of a proEram write-up of CHAIN, a program which finds the
shortest number of steps between two points of a sociogram. This program
was useful in our early work, and represents a correct version of a program
published by Coleman.

DesDite the incomplete nature of our work, it is my feeling as
principal investigator, that we have written more programs of a more
sophisticated nature and solved more problems than is usual for projects
of this size.

,



Abstract

The solution of the sociornetric clique identification problem
could be greatly advanced if an efficient method of generating
sociograms could be invented. An efficient, computer-based method
is presented in this paper. This method is composed of two steps.
In the first, a matrix of pairwise relatedness is calculated; the
measure of relatedness depends upon the number and lengths of
paths from one point to another in a directed graph. In the second
step, a Irmlti-dimensional scaling technique is used to generate the
confiru.ration of points in space whose interpoint distances best
monotonically match the measures of pairwise relatedness. This
confirruration is then displayed on a cathode ray tube plotter and
the lines are drawn where a relationship exists by virtue of direct
nomination; the result is interpreted as a sociogram.



THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIOGRAgS BY COMRJTI1R 14ETHODS1

Richard D. Alba and Charles Kadushin
Colunbia University and Teachers College, Co_umbia University

Although sociometry was once associated with a particular psycho-
loeical theory Woreno, 1934), it has come to mean any method for
collecting and analyzing patters of relations bytween individual
units. Typically, a sociometric question on a survey asks a respondent
to name those People who bear a Particular relation to him: those he
likes, those whom he ashs advice, and so on. An observation as coded
for sociometric analysis usually consists.of an identification of the
respondent together with an identification of the Persons to whom he
is related.

Sociornetry has had wide application outside the study of small
groups where it started. It has been used to study interlocking boards
of directors (Guttsuan, 1963), informal networks amonr members of an
elite (Kadushin, 1963; Agger, 1964), relations between community
organizations (Young and Larson, 1965), "invisible colleges" among
scientists 191.33; Crane, 1969), and ne diffusion of new
practices among physicians (Menzel, Coleman and Katz, 1966). Perhaps
the most frequent application has been to studies of clique formation
among school children (Coleman, 19a).

There is a large body of literature, sone of which will be presented
in the following section, which addresses the problem of identifying
cliques and subgroups among individuals in a large group. A clique may
be "intuitively defined as a subset of members who are more closely
identified 1.,rith one another than they are with the remaining members of
their grow)" (Hubbel, 1965: 377). The identification problem is
unsolved.

In very general terms, there are two ways bywilich to handle the
problem of clique identification. The first is to devise some numerical
or mathematical rule by hich likely subsets of individuals can be
identified; ideally this rule can be incorporated in a computer program
and large bodies of data can be efficiently handled. The second is to
present the data in a form, such as the sociogram, which is isomorphic
to the original data and yet which increases the visibility of cohesive
subgroupings. The researcher mew then identify cliques in a manner
which is intuitively satisfying.

1This research was supported by a grant to Charles Kadushin by the grants
program of the Office of Education. The authors wish to thank Kenneth
King, Director of the Columbia Computer Center, and Dr. Charles Roberts
of Bell Laboratories for their help and encouragement. Richard Rosen
materially advanced the research with some early conceptualization and.
experimentation. The help of Peter Abrams has been invaluable.



The difficulty with the first method, that of identifying subsets
of individuals by a numeral or mathematical rule, is that the resultant
cliques are not necessarily the most.intuitively satisfying ones. The
difficulty with the second method is that sociograms must be constructed
by hand and, for croups of any size, such constructions are tedious at
best.

If an efficient means of generating sociograms could be invented,
then the problems of validating mathematically-based methods of clique
identification would be considerably eased. Spilerman's comments are
germane.:

One way by which the researcher could investigate the
biases inherent in a prespecifying routine would he to
compare its decisions with his perceptions regarding the
structural components present in the data. For example,
he might construct the sociogram for a portion of the
group and select which Froupinas he wants identified as
cliques, which definitely are not cliques, and which
groupings appear ambiauous. Then, any objective pro-
cedure which agrees with his first two decisions cOuld
be allowed to classify the ambiguous grOupinc2s and to
process the remaininF data with a reasonable assurance
that it will not grossly transrrress his perceptions.
For this reason it seems likely that the provision of

efficient means for representing group structure will
facilitate the empirical validation and adoption of
more sophisticated mathematical techniques. (Spilerman,
1966: 313)

This paper win present an efficient, computer-based method of
generating sociograms. The authori believe that they have produced
the first computer-drawn sociograms. The reader should he warned
that the programs which have produced these sociograms are not yet
ready for general distribution. However, the algorithm and method
are presented in detail in this paper.

Previous Work on Clique Identification

In the previous section, we mentioned two possible approaches
to clique identification: the first is that of mathematical
techniques; the second is that of isomorphic presentation, such as
the sociogram.

A sociogram is a pictorial representation composed of points
and lines connecting points where each point represents an individual
and a line, which may have an arrow to indicate direction, connects
two points if the individuals represented by those points are related
by virtue of one having chosen the other or each having chosen the
other.



While a sociopram is one kind of representation of sociometric
data, there are two other kinds which are important because they
connect sociometry with powerful sets of mathematical thcnry. The
first of these is the directed graph; the theory of directed graphs
is a formal way of talking about some important features of networks.
A directed graph, itself, is best visualized as a directed picture
such as a sociopram. It is defined formally as a set of points
together with a set of ordered pairs, whose elements belong to the
set of points. The second representation of sociometric data is the
adjacency matrix A. The elements of the adjacency matrix indicate
direct relationship or lack of it; the entry aij, the entry in the
ith raw-and the jth column of A, is 1 if individual i names, or is
directly related to, individual j and is 0 otherwise. We can there-
fore bring to bear on the problems of sociometric analysis two power-
ful sets of mathematical theories: those of matrix algebra and those
of directed graphs.

Nearly all mathematical techniques of clique identification have
drawn from one or both of these sets of theory. One such group of
techniques is composed of those in which a formal definition of a
clique is presented; such a formal definition is usually stated in
terms of the properties of adjacency matrices, matrices derivable
from adjacency matrices, or directed graphs.

Foremost among the methods which use a formal definition of
cliques are those presented In Luce and Perry (1949) and in Harary,
Norman, and CartwriFht (1965). Both methods appeal to conceots in
directed graph theory to define a clique and then use operations on
adjacency matrices to locate subsets of the entire group which
satisfy the definition of a clique. (It should be noted that Harary,
et.a1.1 never actually use the term "clique" but their treatment of
certain topics in directed graph theory, such as strong components,
implies a ;.efinition.)

A concept from directed graph theDry which is fundamental to any
approach to clique identification is that of reachability. Intuitively,
one individual is reachable from a second if there exists same chain
of individuals by which the second can communicate to the first; for
example, if a talks to b, and b talks to cl then c is reachable from a.

While reachability is a property of points in a directed graph or
individuals in a network, the reachability relations of a directed
graph can be determined from the various powers of the adjacency matrix
isomorphic to it. Non-zero elements in the square of the adjacency
matrix, to take an example, occur only for individuals or points which
are connected by a chain of two links.

Luce and Perry (1949) propose using the third power of the adjacency
matrix to identify subsets of individuals which might be cliques. As
Spilerman (1966) points out, this method may fail to produce common
sense cliques. According to Abelson (1966), there is no reason to think
that chains of any given length. (say, 3) aremore indicative of cliques
than chains of any other length.

5



The concept of stronp component, as presented in Harary, Norman,
and Cartwripht (1965), seems appealing as a possible definition of
clique. Two individuals are in the same strong component if each is
reachable from the other. When we condense a directed graph by
replacing each of its stronr components by a single point, the resulting
condensed directed rraph preserves the essential reachability reatures
of the oriainal. The problem seems the same: if we take strong com-
ponents to be cliques, the resultant cliques may not have preat intuitive
appeal. Moreover, when the relation is symmetric, such as "talk with,"
entire networks may disappear into a single point when condensed.

Other writers have presented ways of manipulating the data so that
the cliques become more visible to the eye, even though the data is
presented in a form isomorphic to the original, that is, with all the
detail of the original. Coleman and MacRae (1940) Present a method for
reordering the adjacency matrix in such a way that cliques and cohesive
subgroups appear as clusters or clumps along the diaponal. As Spilerman
(1966) points out, these clusterinrs appear only under ideal conditions.
For reasonably complex networks, the clique clusters along the diagonal
have "octopus arms" extending out from them which confound the inter-
pretation of results.

Spilerman (1966) attempts to combine the best features of the
Coleman and MacRae method with those of sociogrammatic presentation. He
presents a method to facilitate the construction of a sociorram from the
adjacency matrix. His method generates a series of linear chains from
the adjacencymatrix; these linear chains arc a decomposition of the
sociogram which may be constructed by hand from them. While his method
would seem to work well with structures which are basically chains (such
as the example from the Adolescent Society in Figure 2), it is not clear
that it would yield satisfactory results with structures which are more
complex (such as either of the examples from the Yugoslav data).

Hubbel's method (1965) represents an imnortant strand in the body
of mathematical techniques of clique identification. His method is an

attempt to cluster points on the basis of a matrix whose elements measure
the relatedness of individuals in a network.

The first step in his method is to prepare the matrix of relatedness.
He starts from a matrix W whose elements measure the degree of immediate
relatedness between individuals. To measure the degree of indirect
relatedness, that is, relatedness across chains of some Fiven length, say
p, the matrixIi need only be raised to the pth power. The matrix Y which,

is the sum of W and its power matrices is the matrix of relatedness which
ve will use to cluster the points; each element of Y measures the degree

of total relatedness (total in that it is based on all direct and indirect
relations) for some pair of points.

The second step is to cluster the points based upon the values of
the elements in Y so that clusters of highly interrelated points emerge.
Babel suggests collecting those dyads (or pairs) for which the
corresponding element of Y is above some arbitrary threshhold value.
Cliques are then constructed from these dyads

6
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Of course, the same objection which has been raised against
other mathematical techniques may be raised against this one: namely,
the resulting cliques are not necessarily the ones the researcher
would have identified had he been able to visualize the netdork as
a sociogram. There is another inmortant question which may be
raised: Are there more appropriate clustering methods than the one
used by Bubbel?

A Prorosal for the Computer Construction of Sociograms

The method which we are about to describe comes closer to the
method of Hubbel that to any of the other methods we discussed in the
review of the literature; that is, it is composed of two steps: the
first is one in which a matrix of relatedness is derived; the second
is one in which the Points are clustered based upon the matrix or
relateLless. It is very important to observe that these two steps are
the crux of any modern solution to sociometric clique identification.
It can be shon that data with a large number of ties, especially
dichotomous data such as choosing a person or not choosing a person,
cannot be clustered except under special circumstances. A measure of
relateamess between persons 'which can assume a relatively large number
of different values must therefore be develored. Such a measure mirht
be derived from respondent's ratings of other persons (Hubbel, 1965;
Abelson, 1960. Because the collection of such data can be quite
cumbersome in large groups, our approach is to derive the measure from
simple dIchotomous choice data. Once a satisfactory measure of
relatedness is derived, then a variety of new and powerful numerical
clusterine meLhod8 become applicable. Further, the most immediately
visible way in which our method differs from other attempts to cluster
sociometric data is that, rather than rest with emergent clusters of
points as cliques, lines are drawn, after clustering, between points
where a relationship exists by virtue of nomination and the result is
interpreted as a sociogram. The authors do not contend that their
particular method is a priori the best one, but only that it has
yielded sicnificant results on bodies of data to which it has been
apolied and thus may point a way to a general class of sociometric
clique identification methods.

It seems reasonable to base the measure of relatedness on the
graph properties of the network; that is, the relatedness of any pair
of points is measured by the nuMber of chains between the points and
the lengths, or numbers of links, in these chains. Thus, we could
count the chains or paths between the points, weight each chain
according to leneth so tbat the longer chains count less, and then
sum the weights to arrive at our measure.

Figure 1

7
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Thus, in Figure 1, there is a one 1-link chain from A to B (A B),
one 2-link chain from A to B (A C B), and several 3-link chains rom
A to B (one such is A D C B). In one of the 3-link chains from
A to B, !lamely, A. B A B, a link appears more than once in the chain;
such a chain, in which the same link appears more than once, is a
redundant chain. On the other hand, there is one I-link chain from
E to F; and there is one redundant 3-link chain (E F E I?). In

terms of our relatedness measure, then, A is more closely related to
B than is E to F.

We have already noted that there iS a relation between the number
of chains between any two points in a directed graph and tha values of
corresponding elements in the powers of the adjacency matrix; that is,
we can determine from AP the number of chains of leneth p between any
two points. Moreover, we can express the idea of attenuation, that is,
that chains of increasing length count for less, by scalar multiplication
of AP by aP, where a is a positive number less than 1.

UtilizinE these two ideas, we can descrEbe the matrix of related-
ness, RI as follows:

R = aA + a2A2 + a3A3 + . . + anAn + . . .

Having described the relatedness measure in ierms of matrix operations
on the adjacency matrix, our measure is easily programmed on a computer.

One minor difficulty is that in counting chains by iteratively
raising the adjacency matrix to all missible powers, we also count
redundant chains. Redundant chains can be eliminated by utilizinfr a
suggestion of Coleman (Coleman, 1964), in which elements of the adjacency
matrix are set to zero when the links which they represent are used to
construct a chain, thereby preventing the reuse of these links.* More-
over, this zeroing out procedure makes the process of finding all
possible chains a finite one. The xact algorithm we use is described we
use is described in the appendix.

There are two basic ways by which a relatedness matrix may be made
comprehensible. In one, the points are placed into N dimensional space;
in the other, the points are ordered into a taxonomy. The first
corresponds to presenting the matrix as a sociogram; the second to
placing individuals into cliques. Until very recently, factor analysis
and discriminant analysis were the only practical techniques for
approximating either goal. Recently developed numerical techniques
(Green, Carmone, and Robinson, 1968; Ball, 1965) 'Seem better suited,
however, to the unknown properties of a relatedness measure. The

*Another idea implied by Coleman as a ay of avoiding redundancy ia to
use the lenfith of.the shortest chain as the measure of relatedness. This
method requires no weighting and is intuitively pleasing. EXperimentation

. with it suggested, however, that not enough information is used to form
adequate graphs or cliques if the data are complex. See Richard Rosen
and Peter Abrams, CHAIN, 1970.
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clustering method which we use is non-metric multidimensional scalingx-
(Kruskal, 196h), which, as its name implies, does not assume that our

measure satisfies metric properties.

Furthermore, a computer-based method for generatinp sociograms has
higher priority than a computer-based method for identifyinp cliques,
since the adequacy of the latter can be evaluated by visual comparison

with the former. AccordinEly, the method proposed differs from other
attempts to cluster sociometric data in that after the points have been
placed in two-dimensional space, lines are drawn between points where a
relationship exists by virtue of direct.nomination. The result is

interpreted as a sociogram.

Of course, a procedure of placing points randomly in space and
drawing lines where a direct relationship exists would only infrequently
result in a comprehensible sociogram. For an arbitrary confiruration of
points to result in a satisfactory sociogram, it is necessary (althouEh
probably not sufficient) that points which are directly related be
closer in space than points which are not. More generally, it is
necessary that the interpoint distances reflect the interpoint related-
ness; that is, the more related two points are, the closer they should
be in space.

This last requirement is the rationale for our selection of
multidimensional scaling as a clustering technique. Multidimensional
scaling .is a numerical technique which, given a matrix of similarity
(or dissimilarity) measurements, constructs the configuration of points
in space whose matrix of interpoint distances comes closest to monotoni-
cally matching the matrix of similarities. If we take the matrix of
stmilarities to be our matrix of relatedness, then the more similar or
related two points are, the closer we would expect them to appear in
space after scaling.

To generate sociograms the points are first separated into disjoint
sets, that is, sets such that no point in a set is related to any point
in another set. Out proErams then calculate a relatedness matrix for
each set based upon a symmetric adjacency matrix. The points of each

set are scaled into two-dimensional space and the resultant configuration
is displayed on a cathode ray tube plotter and lines are drawn by the
plotting program between points where appropriate. Some of the results
are shown below. Figure 4 is a complete reproduction of a hand drawn
previously published sociorram (Figure 2) which is a "chain". Only
those points which are connected to each other in the large chain are
shown, since the remaining five sets of units are trivial. The chart in
Figure 3 lists the correspondence between the numbers in Coleman's
original chart and the consecutive renumbering performed by our program.

iiige wish to thank J.B.Kruskall S.C. Johnson, and M. Wish of Bell
Laboratories for making NDSCAL IV available to us and for consulting
with us on various problems on non-metric techniques.
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Dictionary of Corrosonence '23etween Fi3ure2 2 and 4

Identification in Identification in Identification in
Figure 4 "Azure 2 Ficure 4

1 15 P5
2 39
3 41 27

r,r)4 20

5 16 20

6 18 30
7 J.

45 J-

Iaentifiction in
Figaro 2

90

n).

48
109

97
76

9 44 33 8)
10 47 J 86
11 35 13
12

13 91 37 50
14 7 33 29
15 84 00

J. 58
16 72 40 t)
17 72 (error) 41 55
1R 75 42 tr, ii

19 92 43 59
78 44 52

23
00

77
82

45

46
53
11

94 47 51
211- 89 48 54

All other -ooints .Ln figure 2 are omitted from figure 42

Figure 3
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The points on the computer drawn sociorram are indicated by a small
dot on the lines with the identification number adjacent. In this
scale, the points are better seen by noting inflections of the lines.
In this scale, the tight clusters of 54 56; 55; 59; etc. (in the
original nuers) in.compressed beyond legibility in an 8 x 11 format,
a problem that can in Part be solved by "blowing up" the diagram (the
program itself can do this) and in part by a method to be discussed
shortly. It should also be noted that we made an error in transcribing
the original data to punch cards. This is shown by the extra point 17
in the computer drawn diagram. We have preserved this error because it
demonstrates our original reason for produping computer drawn sociograms:
in every case of large sociograms in which we Possessed the original
punch card data and the hand drawn sociogram of the original investigator,
we discovered at least one discrepancy between the punch card and the
original sociogram.

Figure 5 represents the reported interaction connections between
members of the two major Federal Yugoslav Legislative bodies in 1968,
and is introduced to show the utility of our approach for large scale
o-,)en system sociometric analyses. Again, the socioaram only shows the
largest set of ultimately connected members. Analysis of the sociogram
mill be reported elsewhere (Barton, Denitch and,Kadushin, 1970). It

may be noted here, however, that the central cluster around members 9,
21, 48, etc. includes the chief formal officers of the legislative
bodies, those whom exnerts had independently rated as key figures, as
well as a key fiaure in the Yugoslav League (Party) of Commrhists. The
quadrants are actually formed by members of different Yugoslc.v
nationalities.

By now it should.be apparent that certain features of the sociograms
produced by our method differ from those which have been hand drawn. In

traditional sociograms the length of lines connecting points is entirely
arbitrary and generally dependent only on the requirements of demonstrating
the formation of cliques. In our algorithm, the relatedness between two
points depends on the number of other points they are connected with, the
number.of paths to these Points, and the number of points in the.chain
between points. To the extent that the MDSCAL algorithm is able to
preserve the relative distance between points as represented by the way
we measure the relatedness of points, to that extent the length of lines
has some meaning. So in general, the short lines in the middle of the
sociogram in Figure 5 suggest that the average degree of relatedness
between the points in the middle is higher than'the relatedness between
points at the periphery. The large loops, say 44,33,24,28,39,11,8,51,5,
41, and back to 44, are caused by the fact that to get from any one point
on the loop to any other point one generally has to go through a large
number of other points, and hence the relatedness is generally low and
the "distance" from any point to any other is relatively great, so the
size of the loop on the grap'l is quite large. This feature also tends
to force so-called sociometric stars toward the center of the graph.
Thus, if there appear to be several cliques in a graph their starts will
not be at the center of each clique, but will appear more toward the
center of the entire graph. This feature is caused by the tendency of

16



the multidimensional scaling algorithm to locate the zero point of the
coordinate system at the center of gravity of the confipuration.
Similarly, points which have few connections to anyone iiimportant" are
"exploded" to the periphery of the granh.

Relative to the points on the perinhery, the points which are
highly related may be overly compressed. To see how this comnression
may happen, let us suppose that we have noted a configuration for all
points but one (the scalinc proFram does not actually work this way).
The relatedness measures of this point to all other points will serve
as a series of constraints forcing this point to a unique location. We
can visualize these constraints as an array of forces acting in many
directions on the point; if the relatedness matrix is completely con-
sistent with the two-dimensional configuration, then the point will be
moved lyy these forces until a snot is reached in which they are all
zero; in general, however, this consistency will not hold and the point
will be moved until a minimum point is reached where the sum of the
forces is a minimum and the forces in one direction are offset by the
forces in the opposite direction, as well.

To visualize how a sociogram produced by this method may be dis-
torted by inconsistency between the relatedness matrix and two-dimensional
space, let us examine Figure 6, whieh portrays the connected points of
Yugoslav mass organization leaders. As might be expected from the history
of Yugoslavia, this group is unusually dense. Hence in this figure, the
part of.the sociogram marked with a dotted line is compressed beyond
readability.

The genesis of the problem can perhaps most easily be visualized by
imagining the points in the compressed area as wanting to push the long
arms out to the right, while the relatedness of these arms to the
structure on the left tends to null the arms to the left. In this push
and pal, the weight of the arms is sufficient to overwhelm and compress
part of the structure. In this case, a solution to the problem is to set
the relatedness measures of the arms to the remaining structure to zero,
allowing the arms to "float free" (of course, a few of these relatedness
measures are preserved so that the general orientations of the arms
remain). The resulting sociogram is shown in Figure 7.

Conclusion

While a number of problems remain to be solved, it appears that
new numerical methods along with a re-evaluation of the meaning of
sociometric relatedness now promise a solution to the problem of finding
intuitively satisfying cliques in large sociograms. Indeed, the size of
the socioErams is limited only by the ingenuity of programmers and the
size of the research budget (at present, big matrices are costly to
handle). It seems to us that the following steps in the development of
the study of informal structures o society are now all but inevitable:
(1) solution of the "compression" problem; (2) the graphing of large
numbers of sociograms in a wide body of data; (3) the generation of more
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efficient techniques for such rraphinc, includinr: the exploration of
the effect of variot;s algorithms for finding relatedness; (14) the

generation of adequate numerical hierarchical clustering methods for
sociograms and their testing on wide :bodies of data; (5) the develop-
ment of better global descriptions of large sociograms, that is, the
development of typoloFies of sociograms; and most important (6) the

development of theories of informal structures which relate typologies
of structure to other relevant social facts such as typologies Of
formal structures.



Appendix. The details of the algorithm

Although the distances between points in a sociogram have not been

defined as meanincful, we start from the recognition that any pictorial

representation involves constructing a configuration of points in a metric

space, and hence distances emerge as a byproduct. This recognition led to

the generating idea of our technique: the useof non-metric multi-dimensional

scaling to generate a configuration of points in the Iaane.

Having decided to use multi-dimensional scaling to construct the con-

figuration we will interoret as a sociogram, we must define some appropriate

similarity or dissimilarity measure.

on the number of nonredundant chains*

numbers of links, in these chains.

2 3

1

/
4 . 5

(A)

It seems reasonable to base this measure

between points and the lengths, or

Figure 8

Several minor difficulties should be noted. Figure 8 shows two sociograms

which require the same configuration of points in space. In sociogram A, all

relationships are unreciprocated or asymmetric; moreover, there are no chains

between any two of the points: 2, 3, 4, 5. Therefore, our similarity measure

is zero for Rny pair of points drawn fror this set; in other words, we have no

information as to how these points should be arranged in space. In sociogram B,

howcver, all relationships are reciprocated. Examination shows that our

measure is non-zero for any pair of points in the sociogram. Complrison of

*We use the term "chain" where Harary, Darman, and CartwriEtt (1965) use the
term "sequence". Our notion o2 nonredundant chain correstonds loosely to their
notion of path, although our nonredundant chain is more inclusive than their
path, that is, not every nonredundant chain is a path, while every path is a
nonredundant chajn. Luce and Perry (1949) use the term "chrtin" in a way which
corres,)onds to our use. In their parer, the term "nonredundant chain" corresponds
exactly to "path", however. 19

.



these two sociograms suggests that we obtain more information for the purpose

of locating points in space when we reciprocate all direct relations. In the

following discussion we will assume that we are working with a "symmetricized"

relation.

In addition to symetricizina the data, we partition it into disjoint

subsets such that: no point in any set is reachable from any point in any

other set; and any point in any set is refichable from every other point in that

set. If we did not partition the set in this mariner, it is quite likely that

there would be at two points which were not reachable front each other;

then, the similarity measures would be zero for these points and we would have

no information about the distances between the points in space.

We now present certain known results for directed graphs (Coleman, 1964;
(n)Harary, Norman and Cartwright, 1965). If A is the adjacency matrix, and

is the element in row ± and column j of e, the nth power of A, then aC1:1) is the1,)

number of chains of length n from i to j; that is, we cnn determine tbe c)Inins

of length n between two points from the nth power of A. In counting by this

method we include redundant chains as well as nonrethindant ones. The inclusion

of redundant chains stems from the syranetry of the adjacency matrix. For any

two directly connected points, i and j, say, there is a chain of length 3:

namely i In fact, there is a chain of length n, where n is any

odd number, from i to j. This phenomenon on constructing chains by using the

reverse (j--+i) of the relation just previously used (i-->j) we will call

"doubling back."

Coleman presents a me.hod which can be extended to prevent doubling back.

He suRgests zeroing out elements of the adjacency matrix as they are used; this

zeroing out corresponds to removing a directed relation as seen as it is used.

to construct a chain, thereby nreventing its reuse. We can prevent doubl ing

back by zeroing out the syametric relation as well as the one used to create

the chain; that is, e zero our ail. as well as a....
3

20
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Colenan's methocl can be c1efined as follos. We start from the m xra

,(n) (n)
adjacency natrix A. Let hi .= (r4..2) be a row vector of ra elements; .1-1!

will be the nuMber of chains of length n we count from i to j. Let 411) = (43 i)
I

. 1-0
he an m x m matrix; Al") will result from the adjacency rialarix A after the nth

step from i. We define inndeRC11) PLC° ductive)y:, _.

(1) R(1) (-(1)) '(1)
(1)

i - 4. . ; 1* . - R..' that is4 Ri is the ith row cy'' tI -I,OP. j;1 -13

A ' = , k1)ahio.); a8li = akj if h,j / i; aWi = 0; and a:). = 0;
(1) (

1.1;1

(1)
that is, Ai is A with its ith rog and column zeroed mt.

(2)
(n)

=
11-

A1) (n-l)
Ri 1

(n) (n) (n) (n-1) (n-1)
= E = 0 if r.. a, , . > 0 or r. a., . > 0;1

(n) (n-1)
and alz = a- otherise; that is A (n) results from 411-1) by

zeroing out theclements corresponding to links used in constructing

chains of lcngth n from i.

This method, however, does distort out intuitive notions in some ways. The

first way is its failure to find "the other path". Let us consider the simple

structure in A of figure 9. Computing the chains from point 1, we notice that

14.

2

1

4 4

/ \
3 .

2

\

3.// 2
. . .

. . \ .
3:-. \

A . B

Figure 9

there are two chains of len7th 1 from point 1: one from 1 to 2, and one from

1 to 3. B in figure 9 shows the structure we are left ith after step 1; the

broken lines indicate relations which have been zeroed out. At step 2, we find

two chains of length 2: both from 1 to I. We are now left without any remaining
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relations, as shown in C of Figure 9. We failed to find the two chains of

length 3: the one between 1 and 2 and the one between 1 and 3.

There is yet another way in which our intuition is distorted; this problem

we will call "multiplication when paths join." Consider the structure in

Figure 10. We note that our method would compute two chains, each of length 2,

from 1 to 4; it would also compute two chains, one of length 1 and the other of

length 2, from 2 to 4. While our method would find two chains from 1 to 5) it

would only find one chain from 2 to 5, because the chains from 2 to 4 are of

different lengths.

5

#4N

2/ N

\ 1/
Figure 10

There is a way of partially correcting for this prdblem. We noted that

4.g is the number of chains of length n which we count from i to j; r(jr.11 is
,1

n)

(n)
anelementinthermvector.which is used to co'apute the chains of length113.

(n) (n)
n+1 from i. Let us.define a row vector Q(n)1 = (q jo.) such that o4.i

(n)
rjo.> 0; that is the jth element of Q(n) ii s 1 if there are one or more chains

from i to j of length n. Then we use Q(n) to compute the chains of length

n+1 from i; that is, R1
(n 1)

= Qi
(n)

Ai
(n)

Let us now define the similarity measure for any two points i and j. If

the reader will remember, the similarity measure should be a function of the

nuMber of nonredundant chains between i and j and the lengths of these chains.

(n)
rjo. is the number of nonredundant chains from i to j as best we can count them.

To control for length we introduce an attenuation constant, a, where 0.4:a<1. We

a
n (n)

then define sii = rjo., where K is the step at which the process is
' n=1

exhausted-Sirmes*isnotnecessellayeclualto sap .we define the similarity
ij

.)(

measure sij as: sij = sji = sij + sji

.22 .
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User lianual for the Sociogram System

The General Flow of the System

The first step in the nrocedure is to Partition the Population into
disjoint subsets, each one of which will become a sociogram.

The population is renumbered by RENUM, yielding a set of observations
whose id's are numbered sequentially from 1. The renumbered population
is then input to the connectivity program (CONTICT2) which computes a
relatedness matrix and an adjacency matrix. Either of these is then input
to the Hierarchical Clustering program (HIER), from whose output the
disjoint subsets may be read.

A particular subset 'Is then renumbered once aaain and relatedness and
adjacency matrices are computed. The relatedness matrix is then scaled by
MDSCAL into two dimensional snace and the optimum confip-uration is punched
out. This configuration toaether with the adjacency matrix is then input
to the plotping nroqram (MOT) which produces an output which may be
plotted on the 4060.
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I.

The Renumbering Program (RENUM -- version 3

The purpose of the renumbering program is to renumber a body of

sociomotric data so that the respondent id's proceed in sequence, start-

ing from 1.

The program allows the user to de1ete individuals from the sample

or add to the sample individuals who are named by someone in the sample

but are not themselves represented by an observation in the sample. In

the case where individuals are deleted from the sample, all references

to these individuals by others in the sample are deleted. Individuals

are deleted from the sample because their id appears on a list, .called

the acceptance/rejection list, supplied by the user (or fails to appear)

or because they are named too few times by others in the sample (the

number of times they must be named to be retained is a parameter to the

program).

The third version of the renumbering program allows jobs to be

batched; that is, the user may renumber as many different bodies of

sociometric data as he wishes in one submission.

control cards

1. the parameter card

cols 1-5: NE -- the exact*iumber of people on the list of

those to be accepted or rejected; the parameter REJ determines

whether these people will be accepted or rejected; leave this

field black or code a 0 if there is no such list;

cols 6-9: NC -- the maximum number of choices per observa-

tion;

27
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cols 10-13: KONS -- the number of times an individual

presently represented by an observation in the sample must be

chosen to be retained in the sample;

cols 14-17: KONS1 -- the number of times an individual

named but outside the sample must be chosen to be represented in

the sample; note that if this field is non-zero and an individual

outside the sample fails to be named a sufficient number of

times, then all references to this individual will be deleted in

the output; that if this field is zero then all individuals who

are named but outside the sample are represented by observations

in the output; that if this field is non-zero and an individual

outside the sample is named a sufficient number of times, then

this individual is represented by an observation in the output.

If this parameter is greater than the number of people

in the sample, then all references to individuals outside the

sample will be deleted in the output.

col 18: REJ -- code a 0 if the people on the acceptance/

rejection list are to be rejected; code a 1 if anyone not on the

list is to be rejected; if there is no list (WE is 0), then the

contents of this field are not used;

col 19: SMPL -- code a 0 if there is to be no simplication

through the elimination of duplicate choices; code a 1 if sin):

plification is to take place; this simplification occurs den

one person is chosen twice by another--in this case, one choice

Ss eliminated.
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2.. the input format card

This card contains a FORTRAN format statement which is used

to read the data records. Only integer format items should be used.

.The first item in the format list corresponds to the respondent's

id. All subsequent items correspond to the choices of the respon-

dent.

The first item of the format statement is also used to read

the acceptance/rejection list if there is any; that is to say, each

record in the acceptance/rejection list contains one item of the

list and that item is located in the same position in the redord as

the respondent's id is located in the data record.

3. the output format card

This ^arfi c^ntoins a FORTRAN *Pr.rmPt stoter.4.nt which is useA

to write the output records; these records are written on the file

whose ddname is FTO7F001 and are, thus, normally punched. Each item

in this format statement is an integer item. Each output record

will contain the following information the old identification

number of the respondent, the new renumbered identification number,

and the renumbered identification numbers of this individual's

choices, if any.

the title card

The title card may contain any alphameric information.
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the deck setup

The order of control cards to process any deck of sociometric

data is as follows:

title card

input format

output format

parameter card

acceptance/rejection list, if NE is non-zero

data.

At Columbia, the following is the job setup which is required

to run the program:

/*SETUP DEVICE=2311 ID=4DK004

//*JOBLIB DD DSN=5Y55 SOCIO ,DISP=(SHR , PA SS) ,

// UNIT=2311,VOI=SER=NDIC004

//A EXEC PGH=RENUMITIME=n

//FTO6Foo1 DD SYSOUT=A

//rTfinF001 DD SYSOUT=B

//FTO5F001 DD *

control cards and data

mult iple submi ssion

The order of control cards and data for the processing of multi-

ple decks in one job èübn1 sslônisIáS follows:
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job 1 = control cards and data

blank observation

job 2 = control cards and data

blank observation

job n-1 = control cards and data

blank observation

job n

The output decks are separated, in a multiple deck submission,

by a separator card in which punches 12,1, and 9 occur in every column.

restrictions

1. Before any deletion, the total number of individuals in the

sample plus the total number of individuals named but not in the sample

must not exceed 3000.

2. VC must not exceed 15. If NC exceeds 9, however, the printed

output may not be correct (although the punched output will be correct).
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Connectivity Program

There are two versions of the connectivity program. The first

version counts all paths; the second counts distinct paths. As a

general rule, the second is probably the more useful.

The parameter caids for each version are the same and follow:

(1) the card which specifies the number of individuals; it is

of the form:

N = int, where int is an integer.

for example:

N = 87

(2) the card which specifies the attenuation constant; it is

of the form:

ALPHA = real, where real is a real number.

for example:

ALPHA = .50000

(3) the card which specifies the maximum number of iterations

to be performed; it is of the form:

OMEGA = real, where real is a real number.

for example:

OMEGA = .0002

the cycle n for which (ALPHA)n OMEGA but (kLPHA)
n+1

OMEGA is the

last to be computed.

(4) the card which specifies the maximum number of choice; it

is of the form:

NC = int, where int is an integer.

for example:

NC = 3
32
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. These cards appear in the order in which they are stated here.

Following them are two format cards, the first of which specifies the

input format, and the second of which specifies the output format.

The only fields for which provision is made in the input for-

mat are those which identify choices of the respondent. Each of these

is designated by an 'I' format specification.

For example, suppose that there are five two digit fields on a

card in columns 1 through 10; that the first is the recoded identifi-

cation of the chooser, the second is the original identification of the

.chooser, the third through the fifth are the recoded identifications

of the chosen. Then the input format would appear as follows:

(4X, 312)

In addition to printed output, there are two putput data sets.

A connection matrix, a matrix of O's and l's, where 1 indicates a first-

level connection, is written on the ddname FTO8F001. The format state-

ment associated with this data set is (25F3.0). No identification

number appears in the output record. It is suggested that this data

set always be stored on disk or tape.

A connectivity matrix, a matrix of positive real numbers, where

relative magnitude indicates the degree of relatedness, is written on

the ddname FTO7F001. It is this data set for which the user must pro-

vide an output format statement. Again, no identification number

appears on the output record, and so it is suggested that this data set

always be stored on disk or tape.
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To summarize, then, the control cards appear as follows in a

job setup:

N = int

ALPHA = real

OMEGA = real

NC = ma

input format

output format

data, which is the output from the renumbering program

To use the connectivity program at Columbia, the following job

setup is required:

/*SETUP DEVICE=2311,ID=MDXØ04

/*SETUP DEV ICE =2311 , I D=DCUO32

//JOBLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MAT400,DISP=(SHR,PASS),

// UNIT=2311,VOI=SER=DCUO32

//A EXEC PGII=DFRMI% ,TIME=n,PARM= 'DCALNG=m

//FTO2F001 DD SYSOUT=AIDCB=(RECFM=UA,BLESIZE=133)

//MTLPROG DD DSN=SYS5.SOCIO(CONNCT2) ,DISP=(SHR ,PASS)

// UNIT=2311,VOL=BBB=MDK004

//1?T06001 DD SYSOBT=A

//FTO7F001 DD

output data set
//PTOSF001 DD

//1?TO1F001 DD *

control cards and data
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all the DCALNG parameter, is calculated as follows:

in = (20*N2)/(l000), where N is the number of individuals.

Moreover, the REGION parameter on the JOB card is approximately 450+m.

restriction

1. The maximum number of choices, NC, may not exceed 20.
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The Scaling Program (MDSCAL)

The scaling program (MDSCAL) was developed by Dr. J. B.

Kruskal of Bell Laboratories and F. J. Carmone.

strategy

We use the scaling program to find the configuration of

points in 2-dimensional space whose distances best fit the related-

ness or connectivities. The stress measure which is printed by the

program is a measure of goodness of fit; we seek that configuration

for which stress is a minimum.

Tb find this particular configuration it is best to repeat

the scaling several times, each time starting from a random config-

uration. In our own use of the system, we usually perform five

scalings of the data, selecting for plotting the one producing the

minimum stress, It should be noted that as many scalings as desired

may be performed in one job submission.

There are normally two job submissions involved in one use of

MDSCAL: one to locate the best configuration and one to obtain a

deck containing it. To obtain a deck it is only necessary to place

the CARDS card in the MDSCAL job (see below) and rerun the job

without further change. It should be noted that no changes may be

made in the jobs preceding the one producing the minimum stress if

it is to produce the same output.

MDSCAL control cards

The following cards, punched as shown, constitute an MDSCAL
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job, IYith exceptions as noted, the statements may be punched start-

ing in any column.

DIMMAX=2,DIMMIN=2

CARDS, if the configuration is desired on cards

SECONDARY

RANDOM=n,n any integar

XTERATIONS=100

CUTOFF=.0000001

DATA REGRESSIGN=DESCENDING

title card, title in columns 1-80

parameter card: cols. 1-3 contain N, the number of points;

col. 6 contains 1; col. 9 contains 1,

format statement corresponding to the input data, which is

the relatedness matrix

COMPUTE

job setup

/*SETUP tape containing the relatedness matrix.

/*SETUP DEVICE=2311,0=MDX004

//JOBLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MDSCAL,DISP=(SHR,PASS),UNIT=2311

// VOL=SER=MDX004

// EXEC PGM=MDSCALTAITIME=n

//FTO2F001 DD UNIT=DXSK,SPACE=(80,(25))

//FTOGP001 DD SYSOUT=A

//FT07F001 DD SYSOUT=B

//FTO8P001 DD data set containing relatedness matrix

//FT05F001 DD *
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MDSCAL job I

MDSCAL job N

STOP

/*

The REGION parameter is 400K.

Limitations:

1. N nay not exceed 100.



PLOT

Plot takes the configuration produced by MDSCAL together with

adjacency matrix and produces from them the plot of the associated

graph structure. This plot is output by the program in the form of a

data set on tape which can be plotted by the META processor on the 4060,

the cathode ray tube plotter.

PLOT plots each point according to its coordinates in the con-

figuration and draws lines connecting points where they are indicated

by the adjacency matrix.

For legibility, the plot of the sociogram may be blown up over

a picture which is several pages long as well as the same number of

pages wide. Additionally, titles may be provided for each page to keep

track of the output.

input data sets

There are three input data sets to PLOT, besides the data set of

control cards, FTO5F001: the data set containing the configuration pro-

duced by MDSCAL, FTO8F001; the data set containing the dictionary of

identifications to be associated with the points, FTO9F001; the data set

containing the adjacency matrix, FT10F001.

1) the configuration produced by MDSCAL.

This data set is normally on cards. The first four cards are

removed from the data set before inputting it to PLOT.

The format statement corresponding to this data set should con-

tain only two fields, each one corresponding to the coordinate of

one dimension. If the points were scaled into a space higher than
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I.

two dimensions, only two may be selected for plotting. Each item in

the format statement should be an F or E item.

2) the dictionary of point identifications.

This data set is normally on cards. It may be the data set

containing the renumbered identification's produced by RENUM, the

renumbering program.

Each record normally contains two numeric fields: the first is

the identification number to appear in the output; the second is

the present (sequential) identification. These fields occur in the

order stated. An I format item (in the formal statement) cor-

responds to each field.

This.data set is used in the following manner. If the data set

is empty, each point is identified in the output by its sequential

identification. Otherwise, the sequential identification of each

point which has a corresponding record in the dictionary data set

is replaced by the value of the first field of the record.

Note: if this data set is empty, there must still be a

corresponding format and DD statement.

3) the adjacency or connection matrix.

This data set is normally on tape. It is produced by the

connectivity program.

This matrix is an N x N matrix, where N is the number of points.

Each entry in this matrix is a 0 or 1; 0 indicates the absence of a

connection and 1 the presence.

The format statement corresponding to this data set is normally

(25F3.0).
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control cards

Note: the control cards appear in the deck in the order in which

they appear below.

1) the title card. This card contains information which will

be placed at the top of each page.

2) the jobtitle card. The information on this card appears on

the first page of the 4060 output, which serves as a burst page.

The fields on this card are:

cols. 1-8. the project number, i.e., the CUCC account number.

cols. 9-16. the programmer name.

cols. 17-24. the jobname. any title which is meaningful to the

user.

3) the format statement for the configuration from MDSCAL. This

format statement, as well as all others, must be punched on one card.

4) the format statement for the adjacency matrix. Normally

(25F3.0).

.5) the format statement for the dictionary.

6) the parameter card. The fields are:

cols. 1-3. the number of points in the graph.

cols. 4-6. the length of the graph, i.e the number of pages

long and wide.

job setup

At CUCC, the following job setup may be used:

/*SETUP tape to contain 4060 output

/*SETUP tape containing adjacency matrix

/*SETUP DEVICE=2311,ID=MDK004
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//JOBLIB DD DSN=SYS5.SOCIO,DISP=(SURIPASS),UNIT2311,VOL=SER=MDK004

// EXEC PGM=PLOT,TIME=n

//FTO6F001 DD SYSOUT=A (0 indicates a digit zero

0 indicates a letter 0)

//FT1017001 DD data set containing adjacency matrix

//SC4060H DD data set containing 4060 output

//FTO5FOOl DD *

control cards

/*

//FTO8F001 DD *

output configuration from

/*

//FTO9F001 DD *

dictionary

1 *

MDSCAL

limitations

1. The number of points may not exceed 1000.

2. The number of connections or relationships may not exceed 3000.

3. The number of digits in an identification may not exceed 4.
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Hierarchical Clustering (HIER)

The hierarchical clustering program was developed and written

by S. C. Johnson of Bell Labs.

strategy

The primary use for the hierarchical clustering program is

to separate a population into disjoint subsets. This procedure is

as follows. The population is renumbered and a relatedness matrix

is computed for it, This relatedness matrix is then clustered

using HIER. Disjoint subsets can be discovered in the printed

output labeled "Connectedness Method." Each subset will be a con-

tiguous set of identifications in the printed output which is

connected at the 0.0 level to every individual not in the subset.

Additionally the "Diameter Method" may be used for detailed

sociometric analysis.

ccntrol cards

The control cards are as follows; they appear in the deck in

the order in which their descriptions occur below:

a) Title card. Cols, 1-80 may contain any text.

b) Parameter card. The fields are as follows:

cols, 1-3. The number of individuals to be clustered.

cols, 4-5. Punch a -1.

col. 6. Punch a 1 if the data (relatedness matrix) is

on tape. Otherwise, leave blank. If the data is on tape

an FTO8F001 DD statement must appear.

' . . 5,1,



cols. 7-16. A missing data code. The value punched here

will replace any zero in tbe relatedness matrix. Leave blank

if the zeroes in the relatedness matrix are to remain un-

changed (the normal situation).

c) The format card by which the relatedness matrix is to be

read.

data

The data is normally the relatedness matrix produced by the

connectivity program. The matrix may be either on cards, in which

case it is placed right after the control cards in the deck, or on

tape, in which case there must be an FTO8F001 DD statement describ-

ing it.

job setup

At CUCC the job setup is as follows:

/*SETUP tape containing relatedness matrix

/*SETUP DEVICE=2311,ID=MDK004

//JOBLIB DD DSN=SYS5.SOCIOOISP=(SHR,PASS),

// UNIT=2311,VOL=SER=MDK004

// EXEC PGM=HIERITIME=n

//FTO1F001 DD UNIT=DISKISPACE=(3624,(0),

/ / DCB= (RECFM=V, LRECL=3620, BLKSI SE=3624)

//FT06403. DD SYSOUT=A

//FTO8F001 DD description of the data set containing the
relatedness matrix.

//FTO5F001 DD *
control cards and, possibly, data
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The region parameter on the job card must be calculated as

52 + buffers + P(N-1)
, where N is the number of individuals to be

1000

clustered and 'buffers' is the space for input-output buffers (as a

general rule, 15K will be adequate).

The parameter 'm' in the FTO1F001 DD statement is the next

-integer larger than 2N(N1).
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Abstract .

/POOmIla

CHAIN is a program which aids in the analysis of sociometric

data. In its present stage the program analyzes the relation-

ships between any two elements of a group by constructing all

possible linkages, or paths, between the two. The result is

much the same as that produced by algorithms involving matrix

multiplication but execution time is much faster. Further,

unlike matrix multiplication algorithms, most of which have no

end point, CHAIN terminates construction of a chain for a given

element when no new elements are added.in expanding the socio-

metric choices. Various matrices, distributions and statistical

measures are produced during execution of the program.

CHAIN is written in Fortran IV for and IB14-360 with at least

250K bytes of storage and is designed to process up to 999

individuals making a maximum of 19 choices per person. The

capabity of the program may be increased by enlarging the

dimemAons as long as appropriate storage is available at

your installation.
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Description

Basic output:

This program can be used to obtain the following measures for

a group and the elements or individuals of the group:

1. a distance matrix indicating the shortest
path from any person to any other person

2. an ultiluate connectedness matrix indicating
if two people are in any way connected to
each other

3. linkages for each individual at each remove

4. aggregate measures characterizing the choice
network for each individual as well as the network
of choices received by that person, termed forward
and backward connectedness, respectively

4. a distribution of the number of choices (and times
chosen) and summary statistics for each person
by remove

5. Coleman's measure of ultimate connectedness
(percent of possible connections)

G. 'summary statistics of both the rows (choices) and
columns (times chosen) of the entire distance matrix

Optional features:

CHAIN can also be used to perform operations on the input

data before analysis. The following options may be performed:

1. deletion of non-reciprocated choices

2. addition of non-reciprocated choices
I.

3. punch out a reformatted input deck, i.e., if
the input deck contains duplicate choices and
embedded blanks or zeros the CHAIN proaram will
eliminate them, left adjusting the choices and
output a new deck
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Algorithm:

Given person i and his k sociometric selection, pil,...,pik

a chain is generated in the following manner:

a. consider the k choices of person i as direct choices
( I remove)

b. look at the k choices of each of the previous k chosen
persons, if they are represented at the first remove
then we ignore them, if not they are considered to be
2 removes from i

c. repeat step b for the new choices generated until there
are no longer any new choices in i's chain, the new
choices at the i-th cycle represent choices i+l removes
away from person i

d. record the constructed chain and move to the next person

d. repeat until all persons in the group have been analyzed
producing the distance matrix of shortest paths from
person i to j, Summary statistirg =Ire prnaurea frnm thiq
matrix

Coding of the data:

Eackindividual responding to the sociometric item and each

person selected by him must be given unique integer identifi-

cation number. The input data deck must contain a card(s) for

each person numbered even if he makes no choices. That card(s)

would contain only an ID number in the appropriate columns.

The data card(s) for each person in the group to be analyzed

must contain the following information in the following sequence:

a. a previous or old ID number, if no such number
exists, i.e., if the deck is already serially
numbered, the user must leave several columns blank
at the beginning of the card. This field is used by
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the program in punching statistical output so
that it may be correlated with other data
available for the subjects

b. the second field should be the person's sequential
ID number and the data should be. input in this
sequence 1, ...,n

c. the remaining fields are.the ID numbers of the
people he chooses, recoded according to the
sequential list

The number of cards per person may vary since the user indicates

to the program the format of the input data. Again, all persons

as input to CHAIN must be numbered serially. The largest ID

number must correspond to the number of people as input. A choice

of person i who makes no choices himself must have his own input

card.

Organization of the data sets:

Multiple groups.are allowed, the entire CHAIN routine being

repeated for each group. The first card of any data set (here

we mean the entire data input to CHAIN including control cards)

indicates the number of groups which the program is to analyze.

the number is punched right justified in columns 1 to 4. This

card is used only once and preceeds all groups and'their control

cards. The data input for each group follows this data set card

but each group must conform to the following organization:

1. Title card
2. Control card(s)
3. Format card(s)
4. Data Cards

50
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4.

1. Title card: Alpha-numeric information punched in columns 1-80

of this card will be used to label the output. If no label

is desired a blank card must be inserted. Blanks may occur

in the title card.

2. Control card(s): (all numbers are punched right justified)

CARD 1 Column(s) Description

3- 5 Number of people in the group
to be analyzed, may vary to 999
but may not exceed that figure,
must be punched on card

9-10 Number of sociometric choices per
person, may vary to 19 but cannot
exceed this figure, must be punch-
ed on card

15 2=data is to be symmetricized by
adding non-reciprocated choir-ea

3=data is to be symmetricized by
deleting non-reciprocated choices

0,BLAEK=neither of the above is
desired, raw data used

20 1=new deck is desired after re-
formating has been done

0,SLANK=new deck is not desired

25 1=each person's chains are to be
written out (Warning:this option
can produce ealcessive amounts of
printed output depending on the
size of the group and its density)

0,BLANK=chains not desired

30 1=user wants connectedness matrix
(i,j-th cell is printed "X" if i
and j are ultimately connected,
"." if not)

OsBLANK=connectedness not desired

35 1=user wants distance matrix
0,BLANK=distance matrix not desired



Column(11

40

50

55

56-65

Descrintion

1=all rows of matrix are to be outputed
before next column

0113LANK-matrix form of output for either
connectedness or distance matrix
desired

Length of longest indirect choice chain
to be used, integer, right justified,
should not be larger than number of
people in group

BLANK=default value of NI the size of
the group

1=punched card or written (on users
tape) statistical output desired; old
ID is written before sequential ID used
by program

0, BLANK=statistical data not desired

Indicates whether or not user desires
to change I/O logical unit nuMbers for
use during execution'(with the exception
of the card reader=5 and winter=6 which
must be changed in the source deck)

1=some or all optional device numbers are
to be changed

01BLANK=defau1t values are to be used

If user indicates a change is desired in
one or more of the optional unit device
nuMbers he must insert CABD 21 if not,
this second card is omitted

Attenuation constant used in statistical
measures; digits to the right of column
60 assume fractional value, no decimal
point is needed;

0,BLANK=default value of 0.5000

NOTE: unless there exist good reason for
not doing so, it should be fractional



CARD 2 Column(s)

*
(optional device card-
not to be inserted if
column 55 of first
control card is blank)

Description

3- 4 Scratch tape or disk for recording
connectedness matrix

**
DEFAULT VALUE= 1

7- 8 Scratch tape or disk for recording
distance matrix

11-12

15-16

19-20

**
DEFAULT VALUE= 2

Input device for data

DEFAULT VALUE= 5 card reader

Statistical output device (if
column 45 of card one is a 1)

DEFAULT VALUE= 7 card punch

Output device for reformated deck

DEFAULT VALUE= 7 card punch

**
The data on these units is written out in an unformatted
mode. The 'JCL for thesn units should be variable blocked.

The amount of data written on these units varies with the number
of people being analyzed. This fact is important when disks
are used as scratch units. For less than 200 people with 5
choices per person, SPACE=(36201(100,100)) should suffice::
The most space used was for 900 people with 15 choices
(this group was very dense) and amounted to 400 tracks, i.e.,
SPACE=(36201(400,100))

3. Format Card(s): Only one format card is required if no
new deck is to be punched. This format card indicates
the arrangement of the data to be inputed. Columns
1-80, left justified, on this card may be used. The
first field specified must be for the old ID number,
the second for the serialized ID number that is used
bv this program for processing, the remaining fields
represent the person's choices. All fields must be
integer.
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Example 1: No old Id is available, serial ID is in columns 3-5,
five choices, each in 4 columns beginning in column 8

(12,13,2X/514)

Example 2: Old ID in col 1-4, new ID in col 8-10 and 14 choices
nine of 3 columns and five of 4 columns starting in
column 11

(14,3X,1013/514)

Second format card: used only if a new deck option has been
indicated on the program control card. This format
card specifies the way in which the user wants the
reformated deck punched out. The program does not
output an old ID number when punching a new deck.
The number of outputed items is, therefore, one less
than that inputed.

4. paut data: Data may be on cards read in from tape or disk. If
either of the latter two options are desired the correct
column mimt he Nnnhed 1 nn +hp prngi-=m r.nntrol ^-rd and the
correct device must be indicated on the second control
card. Data must conform to the requirements set earlier
and must be in the correct order. If not, the program will
detect an error and cancel; all suceeding program decks will
be flushed.

References:

Coleman, James, Introduction to Mathematical Sociology,
Free Press, 1964, Chapter 14
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A Note on Further Use of the Distance and Connectedness Matrices

By specifying the optional tape or disk devices the user can

record the distance and/or connectedness matrix for further analysis.

The method for indicating the use Of user tapes or disks rather

than scratch disk's described in the section on organization of
1

data sets. Howevqr, it is necessary that the user be familiar with

the format of this output in order to utilize it correctly.

Both the distance and connectedness matrices are written with-

out the use of format control, i.e., in binary mode. In order to

read them the user must use, if he is using a fortran program, an

unformatted read statement. The use of such statements is described

in the IBM publication, "Programmers Guide to Fortran."

Distance Matrix:

The format of the distance matrix is as follows: each row is

written out serially. The first entry of a record is the row

number followed by a vector of length N, where N is the number of

persons in the group. Each entry in this vector represents a value

from 1 to N (or if the user has specified a maximum chain length,

a distance from 1 to the maximum), which is the distance that

person i (if we are on the ith row) is from person j (the jth cell

of the row vector). Hence, the user must first read the row number

and then a vector of length N.

REWIND 8
DO 100 K=l,N
READ(8) NROW,(NARRAY(I),I=1,N)

(usft. statements)

100 CONTINOE
55
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In the example above, the data is on logical unit 8, NROW is the

row number (chooser) and NARRAY(I) is the distance of the other

persons from person NROW.

Connectedness matrix:

The connectedness matrix, on logical unit 1, unless the user

specifies another device number, is formated as follows: Record A -

the number of choices of the ith person (all removes) = NTOT,

Record B - the number of the ith person and NTOT entries, each being

an ID number of a person who is chosen by person I.

REWIND 10
DO 100 K=1,N
READ(10) NTOT
READ(10) I,(NARRAY(NK),NK=leNTOT)

(user statements)

100 CONTINUE

In the example above, each entry in NARRAY will be an ID number

(there are NTOT such entries) and each number identifies a choice

of person I. The ID's are the sequential or new ID's.
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JOB CONTROL LRNGUAGE (JCL)

Example 1: Source deck is used. Input data on card reader.
Scratch units not varied.

k

//JOB . ,REGION=300K
/*poma PR,DDNAME=FTO6F001,OVFL=ON
// EXEC FORTGCLG,PARM.FORT ITIME.G0=nn
//FORT.SYSIN DD #

(Source deck)

/*
//G0.FT0.1F001 DD SPAGE=(3620,(100,100))
//60.FT02P001 DD SPACE=(3620,(100,100))
//GO.SYSIN DD *

(Data set(s))

/ *

Example 2: Object deck, input dato:, on logical unit 8 (tape),

scratch unit 1 (connectedness matrix), on logical
unit 11 (tape), scratch unit 2 (distance matrix) on
logical unit 12 (tape)

//JOB ... ,REGION=300K
/*FORMAT PR,DDNAME=FTO6F001,0VFL=ON
/*SETUP...
/*SETUP. (RING on units 11 and 12, NORING on 8)

/*SETUP
// EXEC FORTGLG,
//LKED.SYSIN DD *

(object deck)

/*
//G0.FTO8F001 DD UNIT=2400-9,DISP=OLD,VOL=SER=xxxxxx,
// DCB=(RECFM=FBILRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),DSN=INPUTI.
// LABEL=(n,SL)
//G0.FT11F001 DD'UNIT=2400-9,DISP=NEW,VOL=SER=xxxxxx,
// DCB=( RECFM=V, BLKSIZE=3620 ) DSN=CONNECT LABEL=( n 8 SW
//GO.FT12F001 DD UNIT=2400-9,DISP=NEW,VOL=SER=xxxxxx,
// DCB= ( RECFM=V, BLKSIZE-.3620 ) DSN=DISTAN, LABEL=(n SL )

//GO.SYSIN DD *

/ *

(data set(s))
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